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Jesus Arrested | Week 33 | Devan Bumstead 
John 18:1-11 | NIV 
  
THE GARDEN (18:1) 

• Also called Mount of Olives 
• Regular place of rest, prayer & intimate teaching for Jesus and His disciples 
• Other Biblical References: Lk. 19:30-44 | Mt. 21: 17-19 | Mt. 24 

  
THE OPPOSITION (18:2-3) 

• The Devil (Evil Spiritual Power) 
• The World (Roman Power) 
• Religion (Jewish Aristocracy) 

 
Common fear: Loss of Power & Control 
 
JESUS IS IN CONTROL (18:4-6) 

• I AM | ἐγώ εἰμι | ego eimi 
• Other clear references to divinity: Jn. 6:20 & 8:58 

 
JESUS PROTECTS HIS OWN (18:7-9) 
 
PETER’S MISGUIDED PASSION (18:10-11) 
 
QUOTE (“Live No Lies” by John Mark Comer) 
For Jesus, our fight isn’t against Rome, the “barbarians” to the north, or even the 
corrupt Jewish aristocracy that supported his torture and death in the name of religion, 
any more than our fight today is against Russia, ISIS, or the “other” political party. 
Rather, it’s against the triumvirate of the world, the flesh, and the devil. And our victory 
isn’t won by swords, spears, or predator drone strikes but with truth embodied in self 
sacrificial love.” 
 
“This is why it is absolutely critical for us to recapture the idea of spiritual war; because 
as long as we deny the reality of demonic evil, we will demonize people – the very 
people we are called to love and serve. Instead of fighting Satan, we will turn people or 
even entire groups of people into Satan. As a result, instead of fighting back the hate 
and violence and darkness of the three enemies, we will just add even more hate and 
violence and darkness to a culture in desperate need of healing.” 
 
PETER’S TRANSFORMATION (1 Peter 2:11-25 | NLT) 



LIFE GROUP QUESTIONS 
  
RECALL: Before reading the passage or looking at their bibles, have your group talk about 
what they remember about the story of Jesus in The Garden of Gethsemane. What do they 
remember from past messages, from reading about it other times in life.  
 
READ: John 18:1-11 
 
DISCUSS: Were there any differences between what you remembered and what you just read? 
What was missing? What was added? What, then, do you think John is uniquely trying to 
communicate in his rendering of this account? Think about how Jesus is uniquely presented 
here. 
 
DISCUSS: In verse 3, there are three opponents of Jesus teaming up to arrest him. What do 
you find interesting about this particular alignment of groups? What differences do they have? 
What’s uniting them in this moment?  
 
DISCUSS: Are there any bigger picture insights that come to mind when processing this? Do 
you see the Devil leading any groups in our day to join together to cause destruction? 
 
DISCOVER: Read John 18:5 in a few different Bibles and translations. Are there any footnotes 
or italics in the phrase “I am he”? The Greek text simply says “Ego eimi” which means “I am” 
which is, in the proper context, an echo of God’s Name given to Moses. Do you think it’s clear 
that Jesus was claiming to be God in this text? 
 
READ: John 18:8-9 
 
DISCUSS: Could this have any reason to do with Jesus’ display of power? Are there any other 
passages in the Gospels that would make you believe Jesus cares about the lives of His 
followers? (Hint: Mt. 5:3-10; Mt. 6:25-34; Mt. 7:7-12; Jn. 10:7-18; Lk. 15:3-32) 
 
READ: John 18:36 (I know…we won’t get to this passage until the next message in this series, 
but go with me) 
 

In John 18:10, Peter is shown to be acting based on a misunderstanding of Jesus’ true 
agenda. He takes matters into his own hands and tries to defend Jesus with force. We 
know now that Jesus was not establishing a physical Kingdom, but Peter and the other 
disciples commonly misunderstood the spiritual nature of what Jesus was trying to do 

until after the resurrection. Eventually, however, once he saw the resurrected Christ and 
was empowered by the Spirit, Peter would come fully aboard Jesus’ mission and 

eventually write the passage below. Read this next passage while thinking about Peter’s 
total transformation of heart. 

 
READ: 1 Peter 2:11-25 | NLT 
 
DISCUSS: What can we learn from Peter’s transformation about how we approach the 
particular cultural issues of our day? 
 
PRAY 


